Background
==========

Because it provides the raw material for gene diversification and hence the creation of genetic novelty, gene duplication is recognized as a major force in the evolution and adaptation of species \[[@B1],[@B2]\]. The characterization of complete genome sequences has provided evidence that gene duplication is pervasive in eukaryotes and takes place through diverse mechanisms. Gene duplication can range from affecting single genes to whole genomes (polyploidy) \[[@B3]\]. In the simplest situation, small-scale duplications are usually derived from unequal crossing-over or retroposition \[[@B4]\]. Because of its mechanistic peculiarities and frequency, unequal crossing-over produces tandemly arrayed sets of genomic segments (segmental duplications) and is responsible for much of the copy-number variation within species \[[@B5]-[@B7]\]. However, segmental duplications can also arise via other mechanisms \[[@B4]\] and can involve the duplication of several genes in a single event by affecting larger chromosomal regions---often tens of kilobases \[[@B3]\]. On the other extreme, whole-genome duplications (polyploidy) are less frequent but have a major impact in the generation of genetic diversity because all the genes in the genome are duplicated simultaneously \[[@B4]\].

Although small-scale duplications or large segmental duplications seem to be a phenomena common to all eukaryotes, polyploidy appears to be more restricted to specific lineages and is particularly well recognized among flowering plants \[[@B8]\]. It has been estimated that up to 70% of all angiosperms may have experienced at least one episode of polyploidy in their evolutionary history \[[@B8]\]. Moreover, the recent analyses of the complete sequence of four eurosid genomes has provided unexpected evidence of an ancient genome duplication that occurred early in the evolution of these species, suggesting a polyploid origin for the majority of eudicots \[[@B9],[@B10]\]. Overall, duplicated genes represent a large proportion of the gene complement of plant genomes. For example, up to 80% of the *Arabidopsis*and more than half of the poplar and rice genes are grouped into gene families \[[@B11]-[@B13]\]. Accumulating data also suggest that gene families are dynamic entities subject to expansion/contraction and creation/extinction events that are in close association with the diversification and adaptation of plant lineages \[[@B14]-[@B16]\].

The prevailing theory predicts gene loss or functional diversification as the main fate for one of two copies of a pair of duplicated genes \[[@B17]\]. Gene loss results from partial or complete deletion, pseudogenization, or gene silencing. Experimental observations have revealed that gene loss is a highly regulated process that is influenced both by the time and origin of the gene duplication. Genome-scale analyses suggest that marked differences exist regarding the functions of duplicate genes, depending on whether they originated from small-scale or large-scale duplications \[[@B18]\]. Similarly, the patterns of gene retention seem to differ among taxonomic categories, indicating different modes of gene duplication within different plant groups \[[@B19]\].

When the two copies of a duplicated gene are retained in a functional state, they can diversify by partitioning the original function (subfunctionalization) or by evolving a new function (neofunctionalization). Of these two processes, subfunctionalization processes, in which each duplicate gene develops a distinct expression pattern, seems to be the most common phenomena and takes place early after gene duplication \[[@B20]\]. On the other hand, neofunctionalization is the result of diversification over the long term \[[@B21]\]. Nevertheless, two paralogs can selectively retain identical functions and expression patterns if, for example, higher levels of gene expression can be achieved through increased gene dosage \[[@B22]\].

The apple (*Malus domestica*Borkh.) is one of the most important fruit crops grown in temperate climates and is widely appreciated by consumers worldwide. Together with other fruit species such as pears, quince, and loquat, apples are grouped into the subtribe Pyrinae (formerly subfamily Maloideae) within the family Rosaceae, and have a pome-type fruit and chromosome number *x*= 17 as the main distinctive characteristics. This high base chromosome number compared with other members of the Rosaceae family (typically with *x*= 7, 8, or 9) was recognized early as the result of polyploidy. Sax \[[@B23]\] proposed the hypothesis of an allotetraploid origin of the subtribe Pyrinae through wide-hybridization between progenitors with *x*= 8 and *x*= 9. Moreover, he suggested that these progenitors may have been related to extant members of the Rosaceae family belonging to the Amigdaloideae (*x*= 8) and Spiroideae (*x*= 9) lineages. A more recent molecular phylogenetic analysis by Evans and Campbell \[[@B24]\] supported the allotetraploid origin of the subtribe Pyrinae. However, their data contradicted the wide-hybridization hypothesis; instead these authors suggested that the founding hybridization involved two closely related species ancestral to the genus *Gillenia*(*x*= 9), followed by loss of one pair of chromosomes \[[@B24]\]. Despite the early identification of this plant lineage as originating from polyploidy, which suggests a prominent role for gene duplication in its diversification, little is known about the dynamics and mode of gene duplication operating within this taxonomic group.

Collections of expressed sequence tags (ESTs) are providing plant scientists with a valuable source of data for the large-scale characterization of duplicated genes in non-sequenced genomes \[[@B12],[@B19],[@B25]-[@B27]\]. In the apple, different sequencing projects have produced large collections of ESTs from libraries covering a variety of genotypes, tissues, and experimental conditions \[[@B28]\]. Two initiatives in particular \[[@B29],[@B30]\] account for the majority of the EST resources currently available in the species. \'GoldRush\' and \'Royal Gala\' are the two cultivars in which much sequencing effort has been invested. Mining these EST collections has allowed considerable advancement in the development of DNA-based markers, i.e., simple sequence repeat (SSR) and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP). In addition, functional annotation and digital expression analysis of these EST libraries provide efficient tools for gene discovery \[[@B31]\] and comparative genomics \[[@B30]\]. The aim of the present study was to date and characterize duplicated genes in the apple using these publicly available EST resources. Because the apple is a highly polymorphic species, sequence collections obtained from a single cultivar were considered a more suitable means to reduce the possibility of false characterization of allelic variants as recently evolved duplicated genes. Also, because changes in gene expression are important outcomes of the functional diversification of duplicated genes, the selection of a dataset composed exclusively of non-normalized libraries allows one to take advantage of *in silico*methods for monitoring gene expression \[[@B32]\]. Based on these considerations, the set of non-normalized libraries obtained by Newcomb et al. \[[@B29]\] for the cultivar Royal Gala, containing \~120,000 high-quality ESTs and covering a range of different tissues, was considered a suitable dataset for this investigation.

The present study reports the characterization of duplicated genes and their derived gene families in the apple using EST sequence collections. I dated the age of gene duplications using synonymous site substitutions, to identify the major events that contributed to the formation of paralogous genes in the species. This approach allowed characterization of a continuous mode of small-scale duplications and two putative episodes of polyploidy. The imprint left by this mode of gene duplication was studied and suggested that the selective retention of paralogs, the amplification of gene families, and the acquisition of novel patterns of gene expression by duplicated genes have been important mechanisms shaping the apple genome.

Results and Discussion
======================

Construction of unigenes
------------------------

Thirty-three publicly available EST libraries containing 119,177 sequences from the apple cultivar Royal Gala were used to construct a unigene dataset of tentative non-redundant sequences (see Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The EST libraries represented 14 different tissues and/or developmental stages (see Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). ESTs were assembled yielding 13,168 contigs and 20,044 singletons with average lengths of 744 and 411 nucleotides, respectively (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Overall, these parameters were very similar to those reported by Newcomb et al. \[[@B29]\], whose dataset mainly included the libraries used for this study. In an attempt to prevent the formation of chimeras derived from the assembly of sequences belonging to close paralogous genes, the assembly project reported here involved slightly more stringent conditions during clustering. However, neither the proportion of consensus sequences over singletons nor the resulting mean sequence lengths differed substantially from the results reported by Newcomb et al. \[[@B29]\], suggesting that the conservative approach I used did not affect the efficacy of the assembly procedure.

###### 

EST clustering and assembly data

                                    Number of sequences   Mean length
  --------------------------------- --------------------- -------------
  ESTs used for assembly            116,879               471
  ESTs in clusters                  96,836                483
  Contigs                           13,168                744
  Singletons (non clustered ESTs)   20,043                411
  Unigenes (contigs + singletons)   33,211                543

Unigenes were used for BLASTX homology searches against the plantRefSeq database. A total of 19,732 sequences matched known genes, representing \~60% of the total unigene set. The remaining sequences (\~40%), were likely candidates for apple-specific genes, genes with uncharacterized open reading frames, transcripts from non-coding genes, or transcribed genomic regions corresponding to mobile elements or other repetitive DNA, and were discarded from further analysis. A further selection of this initial dataset of putative protein-coding genes was made by discarding transcripts with open reading frames shorter than 300 nucleotides. After removing those unigenes matching (retro)transposon-related proteins and the sequences putatively corresponding to the same transcript (see Methods), the resulting dataset consisted of 13,598 non-redundant protein-coding genes (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Unigene analysis statistics

  Dataset                                       Number of unigenes
  --------------------------------------------- --------------------
  Unigenes with BLASTX match (E-cutoff 1e-10)   19,732
  Selected set of protein-coding genes          13,598
  Genes in families                             9,339
  Mean number of genes per familly              4.6
  Single-copy genes (singlets)                  4,259

The age distribution of gene duplications
-----------------------------------------

Pairs of duplicated genes (paralogs) were characterized based on protein sequence similarity. In the collection of 13,598 protein-coding genes, 9,339 (\~68%) were found to have at least one paralog, whereas 4,259 (\~32%) did not match with any other sequence in the dataset and were considered to be single-copy genes (singlets). The ages of the gene duplications were estimated by computing the *K*~s~distance (synonymous substitutions/synonymous site) between pairs of paralog sequences. Figure [1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution of the gene duplication frequencies as a function of the *K*~s~distance.

![**Age distribution of gene duplications in the apple**. **(A)**Frequency distribution of apple gene duplications as a function of the *K*~s~distance (synonymous substitutions per synonymous site). **(B)**Superimposed distributions of the observed apple duplications (bars) and a cumulative function derived from an exponential (pink) decay of small-scale duplications and two normals (orange and blue) corresponding to two putative independent episodes of polyploidy. **(C)**Deduced distributions representing the continuous mode of small-scale duplications (pink), the Pyrinae polyploidization (orange), and the γ-triplication event (blue).](1471-2229-10-87-1){#F1}

In an attempt to understand the events shaping the distribution of gene duplications in the apple, the fit of the distribution was evaluated to a mixture of densities involving an exponential distribution representing the continuous mode of small-scale duplications and several normal distributions representing putative large-scale duplication events. The best significant fit was found with a mixture of exponential decay of small-scale duplications with a death rate of 1.892 and two normal distributions with median *K*~s~values of 0.185 and 1.650 respectively, which were attributable to two putative episodes of whole-genome duplication (Figure [1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The presence of the youngest peak was consistent with the allopolyploid origin of the Pyrinae genome, and supports on a genomic scale this polyploidization event that was initially inferred based of cytological data \[[@B23]\] and later confirmed following genetic marker analysis \[[@B33]\]. The sharp peak created by this putative most recent episode of genome duplication allowed estimation of the time of divergence of the two species that originated the ancestor of the subtribe Pyrinae at a median *K*~s~= 0.185. This estimate should be somewhat older than the age of the polyploidization event itself, because an interspecific fusion has been generally accepted for the origin of this lineage \[[@B24]\]. This *K*~s~age seems to reflect a slow rate of molecular evolution \[[@B24]\]. In fact, if the clock rates of synonymous substitutions frequently used for other eudicots \[[@B34],[@B35]\] are assumed, the time of the Pyrinae origin could not be dated earlier than 6-15 million years before present (MYBP), whereas according to fossil data, this lineage appears to extend back to the Middle Eocene \[[@B36]\] at 37-48 MYBP. This discrepancy could at least partially be explained by the slow pace of molecular evolution observed for woody plants, which is related to the lengthy generation time of these species \[[@B37]\]. Analysis of the Salicoid polyploidization of the poplar genome by Tuscan et al. \[[@B38]\] showed similar slow rates of molecular evolution. In that study the authors argued that the long persistence of a poplar genotype as a clone would favour the recurrent contribution of \"ancient gametes\" by very old individuals, reducing the rates of mutation. A similar scenario could be envisioned for the evolution of the apple due to the woody nature of this species and frequent vegetative reproduction.

The analysis of the mixture densities also identified an older wave of gene duplications with median *K*~s~= 1.650 (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, although the signal observed for this putative second episode of large-scale duplications was weaker and showed a range of variation much wider than that observed for the younger peak, its median age and variance were consistent with the values estimated for the γ-triplication in other species (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). This ancient episode of hexapolyploidization has been characterized in the four eurosid genomes sequenced to date, and its origin could be traced back to the common ancestor of all eudicots if it is also confirmed in species in the Asterid group \[[@B9],[@B10],[@B19],[@B39],[@B40]\].

###### 

Comparative analysis of the γ-triplication in different species

  Species                      Source of data   Median      Variance   Reference
  ---------------------------- ---------------- ----------- ---------- --------------------
  *Arabidopsis*                Whole genome     2.00        0.20       Tang et al. 2008
  Poplar                       Whole genome     1.54        0.24       Tang et al. 2008
  Papaya                       Whole genome     1.76        0.32       Tang et al. 2008
  Grape                        Whole genome     1.54        0.16       Tang et al. 2008
  Compositae (18 species)^a^   EST              1.20-2.00   \-         Barker et al. 2008
  Apple                        EST              1.65        0.31       This study

^a^Ancillary peak observed in 18 Compositae species on the *K*s range indicated and that was related by the authors

Median and variance estimates for the age (*K*~s~) distribution of paralogs derived from the *γ*-triplication in different species

The normal distribution of gene duplications corresponding to the younger peak (*K*~s~= 0.185; Figure [1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) predicted that \~865 pairs of duplicated genes showing *K*~s~ages younger than 0.4 might be related to this episode of polyploidization (Figure [1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). It is likely however, that this value is an underestimate of the actual number of retained genes in the dataset, because rates of silent mutations among simultaneously duplicated genes often vary greatly \[[@B41],[@B42]\]: up to 14-fold in *Arabidopsis*\[[@B41]\]. It is therefore expected that a proportion of the apple paralogs created during this episode of polyploidy will have higher computed *K*~s~distances. Despite this expected variation, it is relevant for the purpose of this study that the group of paralogous genes having *K*~s~≤ 0.4 likely contains the majority of the duplicates formed during the Pyrinae polyploidization. Similarly, as this episode of polyploidization marks the onset of the Pyrinae lineage, paralogs with *K*~s~≤ 0.4 should also contain the majority of the small-scale duplications that arose after the formation of the Pyrinae ancestor. This group of duplicated genes will be considered paralogs specific to the genome of the Pyrinae group or eventually specific to the apple genome, and will be referred to collectively as young duplicates in further analysis.

Characterization and size distribution of gene families
-------------------------------------------------------

Single-linkage clustering grouped the set of paralogs into 2018 gene families yielding a mean number of 4.6 genes per family (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}; Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Gene family size varied substantially however, with clusters ranging from two members to 233 members for the gene superfamily of plant receptor-protein kinases (Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). To better understand the variation in gene family size in the apple, the frequency of each size-class was calculated and showed a distribution that closely approximated a power-law with the equation: 4363*x*^-2.35^(Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). According to this type of distribution, a few families have many members, whereas many families have only a few members. For the apple in particular, the number of gene families is expected to be 4.29 times lower as the size of the gene family is duplicated. As new species are being analyzed, power-law distributions of gene family sizes seem to be ubiquitous across all organisms, with few exceptions \[[@B43],[@B44]\]. This suggests that a common evolutionary force controls the dynamics of gene family size. Selection for useful functions along with versatility to work in a variety of molecular functions, are likely key aspects for the dominance of specific gene families in genomes \[[@B45]\]. In the apple, the largest gene families (Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}) are protein kinases, which include the protein receptor kinases and the mitogen-activated protein kinases, the cytochrome P450 gene superfamily and the NBS-LRR resistance proteins. All these, are also among some of the most populated gene families in other plant species \[[@B38],[@B46],[@B47]\]. The observation that the above families have evolved to participate in a wide variety of biological functions \[[@B48]-[@B51]\] is consistent with the hypothesis that molecular versatility is important in determining the dominance of some gene families in genomes. Most remarkably, genes encoding protein receptor kinases, mitogen-activated protein kinases, and NBS-LRR resistant proteins, function in the transduction of multiple external signals \[[@B48],[@B49],[@B51]\]. The sessile nature of plants may have favoured the expansion of those families involved in diversifying the capacity to adapt to the environment.

###### 

Most populated gene families in the apple

  Gene family                                          Gene-copy number
  ---------------------------------------------------- ------------------
  Protein receptor kinases (PRK)                       233
  Mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPK)             136
  Cytochrome P450                                      118
  NBS-LRR resistance proteins                          104
  Glycosyltransferase family 1                         71
  Ras-related GTP-binding proteins                     64
  Leucine-rich repeat proteins (non-kinase domain)     59
  Hypothetical; nucleic acid-binding protein familly   56
  Oxidoreductases; Fe(II) oxigenase family             53
  Phosphoprotein phosphatases; ser/thr phosphatases    50
  E2 ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme                      49
  MYB transcription factors                            49
  26s proteasome aaa-atpase subunit                    48
  Eukaryotic initiation factor 4A (eIF4A/eIF4A-like)   47
  PP2C-type Phosphatases                               45
  WD-repeat protein superfamily                        41
  Hypothetical                                         39
  Acyltransferase                                      37
  Hypothetical ATP-binding                             36
  Short-chain dehydrogenases/reductases                36

Twenty largest apple gene families and their estimated gene-copy number in the EST dataset.

![**Size distribution of apple gene families**. Distribution of gene family sizes in the apple estimated by single-linkage clustering of BLASTP sequence similarity searches. Gray line: best fit of the distribution to a power-law with the equation f(*x*) = 4363*x*^-2.35^(*R*^*2*^= 0.97).](1471-2229-10-87-2){#F2}

The sizes of 111 apple gene families with more than five members (see Additional file [3](#S3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were compared with those of *Arabidopsis*(Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). I excluded from this analysis those families characterized as domain- or repeat-containing proteins or as hypothetical proteins. The majority (70 of 111) of the apple families had fewer members than *Arabidopsis*. As the unigene collection only partially represents the gene complement of the apple, this was an expected result; overall apple family sizes should be considered underestimates of the actual sizes for the majority of the families. This deviation is likely particularly acute in families having members with overall low expression or which are expressed in tissues not represented in the EST libraries analyzed in this study. Nevertheless, the gene-copy numbers in the apple and *Arabidopsis*were significantly correlated (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; *R*^*2*^= 0.84), fostering two conclusions. First, the overall estimated gene family sizes in the apple seem to remain proportionate with actual sizes. Second, using *Arabidopsis*as a reference, no major changes in gene-copy number seem to have occurred in the apple.

![**Comparison of apple and *Arabidopsis*gene family sizes**. Scatter-plot comparing gene family sizes for apple versus *Arabidopsis*. Each point represents a single family. The linear correlation (*r*) and best-fit line are indicated.](1471-2229-10-87-3){#F3}

Nevertheless, a number of gene families in the apple were larger than in *Arabidopsis*(Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting putative amplifications of gene-copy number. Some of these families also had more members than poplar (Table [5](#T5){ref-type="table"}; see Additional file [4](#S4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [5](#S5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [6](#S6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [7](#S7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [8](#S8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [9](#S9){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [10](#S10){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [11](#S11){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [12](#S12){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [13](#S13){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [14](#S14){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [15](#S15){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [16](#S16){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [17](#S17){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [18](#S18){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [19](#S19){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [20](#S20){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which represents the closest outgroup to the apple with a complete genome sequence, reinforcing the possibility of some gene families being amplified in this species. Monitoring the number of gene duplications in whole families and subsets of young paralogs independently, indicated that these gene families had amplified their members after the origin of the Pyrinae by a ratio ranging from 1.5 and 6 (Table [5](#T5){ref-type="table"}), and on average 2.36 folds; suggesting that the amplification of these families likely represents amplifications specific to the Pyrinae/apple genome.

###### 

Amplified apple gene families

  Gene family                                Apple   *Arab.*   Poplar   Gene-copy number with *K*s \< 0.4   Duplicates in young paralogs   Gene family amplification ratio
  ------------------------------------------ ------- --------- -------- ----------------------------------- ------------------------------ ---------------------------------
  20S proteasome alpha/beta subunits         29      23        21       18                                  11                             1.61
  Chlorophyll a/b-binding proteins           27      21        23       13                                  14                             2.08
  β-amylases                                 18      9         10       10                                  8                              1.80
  Elongation factor-1                        18      5         13       10                                  8                              1.80
  Malate dehydrogenases                      14      12        10       8                                   6                              1.75
  Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase   13      10        10       7                                   6                              1.86
  *α*-tubulins                               11      8         9        4                                   7                              2.75
  S-adenosylmethionine synthetases           10      4         6        6                                   4                              1.67
  Vacuolar sorting receptors                 8       7         5        3                                   5                              2.67
  26S proteasome regulatory subunit (RPN8)   5       2         2        2                                   3                              2.50
  Starch phosphorylases                      6       2         4        3                                   3                              2.00
  40S ribosomal protein S5                   6       2         2        1                                   5                              6.00
  40S ribosomal protein S4                   6       3         5        3                                   3                              2.00
  60S ribosomal protein L12                  6       3         3        4                                   2                              1.50
  ADP-glucose pyrophosphorylase family       5       3         2        3                                   2                              1.67
  Aconitate hydratases                       5       4         4        2                                   3                              2.50
  GDP-mannose 3,5-epimerase                  4       1         2        1                                   3                              4.00

Comparative analysis of gene-copy number between apple, *Arabidopsis*, and poplar families. The table includes apple gene families with more members in apple than in *Arabidopsis*and poplar.

Interestingly, some of the amplified families developed related functions, suggesting the amplification of interrelated gene families (see also next section). For example, six families were involved in protein metabolism; these included elongation factor 1 (*eEF1*) and three families encoding ribosomal proteins (*S4*, *S5*and *L12*), which are all directly involved in protein biosynthesis. Two other families encoded proteasome subunits: the proteasome alpha/beta subunit and the 26S proteasome regulatory subunit, which are involved in controlled proteolytic activity. Of note, two important families encoded proteins involved in the degradation of starch: starch phosphorylase and β-amylase. On the other hand, other families seemed to exhibit a variety of different unrelated functions including diverse metabolic functions or photosynthesis (chlorophyll a/b-binding protein).

Together, these results support the hypothesis that selection acting on duplicated genes resulted in amplification of specific gene families. The proportions of young paralogs within these families were consistent with amplifications most likely specific to the Pyrinae/apple genome.

Functional bias in the retention of duplicated genes
----------------------------------------------------

The impact of selection on gene duplication can also be interpreted in a broad sense by asking whether the patterns of gene retention/loss have affected entire biological processes, which most often involve evolutionarily unrelated genes and gene families. To examine this possibility, I first identified Gene Ontology (GO) categories that were over-represented or under-represented in gene families as compared with single-copy genes. Annotation of gene families and single-copy genes to the plant GOslim categorization system was performed using Blast2GO and showed that 70% (2998 of 4259) of single-copy genes and 72% (1472 of 2027) of gene families could be associated with at least one GO category. On average, singlets were associated with 3.5 GO terms, whereas gene families were associated with 4.0 GO terms, and the two groups were distributed equally across the three general sections provided by the GO annotation scheme: biological processes, molecular functions, and cellular components (data not shown). Several GO categories were over-represented or under-represented in gene families, which suggested functional bias in the process of gene retention in the apple (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Over-represented terms suggested the amplification of genes responsible for certain biological processes that may have been important for adaptation to the medium. Thus, terms like response to biotic and abiotic stimuli and response to stress were all over-represented in gene families. Also, a variety of terms related to metabolic processes, including carbohydrate metabolism, protein metabolism, or secondary metabolism, were over-represented in gene families. Other significantly enriched terms in gene families were those involved to the production of energy, i.e., generation of precursor metabolites or photosynthesis. By contrast, genes related to nucleic acid metabolism seem to have been preferentially lost (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Functional annotation of apple genes and gene families**. GO categories over-represented (green arrow heads) or under-represented (red arrow heads) in apple gene families as compared with single-copy genes and in young paralog families as compared with single-copy genes and gene families.](1471-2229-10-87-4){#F4}

To explore the extent to which this pattern of gene retention might reflect characteristics specific to the Pyrinae/apple genome, over-represented or under-represented GO terms were searched within the group of young paralog families (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Some terms that were over-represented in the whole dataset were not in young paralog families (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}); conversely, signal transduction and transcription were over-represented and under-represented, respectively, only in young paralog families (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). These results highlighted differences in gene retention during or after the formation of the Pyrinae genome. Overall, the biological processes protein biosynthesis, carbohydrate metabolism, energy pathways, photosynthesis, response to stress, and signal transduction were all over-represented among young paralogs (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Most remarkably, clear coincidences were observed between these GO terms and the functions of some gene families that underwent recent amplification (Table [5](#T5){ref-type="table"}), suggesting that the latter process may be part of a broader network of selective gene retention involving complete biological processes. These coincidences were best illustrated by the large number of amplified gene families involved either in protein biosynthesis (i.e., *eEF1*and *S4*, *S5*, and *L12*ribosomal subunits) or carbohydrate metabolism (i.e., *β*-amylase, malate dehydrogenase, Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase, starch phosphorylase, ADP-glucose pyrophosphorylase, and GDP-mannose 3,5-epimerase). The *Lhc*family of chlorophyll a/b-binding proteins also constitutes an important photosynthetic gene family. Other families could not be related to any of the biological processes over-represented among young paralogs and may represent cases of selective gene retention only associated with specific families.

It is now well supported that different modes of gene duplication result in the retention of different functional-types of genes \[[@B52]\]. The balanced gene drive model predicts a reciprocal relationship between the genes that are preferentially retained following small-scale duplications and those genes that are preferentially retained following polyploidy \[[@B52],[@B53]\]. For instance, the so called connected genes, which are often dosage-sensitive, are duplicated through polyploidy \[[@B18],[@B54]\]. Duplication through polyploidy allows concerted duplication of interrelated genes and consequently, maintenance of proper gene balance \[[@B53]\]. Genes associated with GO terms like signal transduction, transcription regulation or protein metabolism (i.e. ribosomal proteins or proteasome pathways), are preferentially over-retained postpolyploidy whereas they are under-retained following small-scale duplications (see Freeling \[[@B52]\] for a review). It is likely therefore that genes included in the GO terms signal transduction and protein biosynthesis, which were over-represented among apple young families (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) may have preferentially duplicated through the action of polyploidy rather than small-scale mechanisms. On the contrary, other genes are prone to duplicate through small-scale events. Well characterized gene families in this group are stress-responsive genes \[[@B18],[@B54],[@B55]\]. Thus, apple genes within the over-represented GO term response to stress (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), may have preferentially amplified through small-scale events i.e. tandem duplications or transpositions. Gene duplication however, can exhibit complex relationships and it can not be excluded that genes in some families have duplicated through both polyploidy and small-scale mechanisms \[[@B52]\].

Patterns of gene duplication within gene families
-------------------------------------------------

According to the preceding analysis, different mechanisms of gene duplication seemed to have operated in the apple genome, which agrees with the analysis of mixture densities in suggesting that both polyploidy and small-scale duplications may have had a prominent role in gene duplication; particularly after the origin of the Pyrinae lineage (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Although the analysis of EST data does not allow conclusive determination of the mechanism by which a gene duplication originated, I inspected gene phylogenies to find clues and make inferences on different modes of gene duplication based on the structure and time of paralog diversification. This section reports such an analysis of three representative gene families.

### Lhc gene family

Light-harvesting complexes (LHC) of photosystem I (PSI) and II (PSII) contain a group of chlorophyll a/b binding proteins encoded by the *Lhc*gene family. Ten major types of highly abundant Lhc proteins have been identified: four associated with PSI (Lhca1 to 4) and six mainly associated with PSII (Lhcb1 to 6), although Lhcb1 and Lhcb2 can also be involved in PSI. Four additional forms (Lhca5, Lhca6, Lhcb4.3, and Lhcb7) are encoded by genes expressed at very low levels, and their products are still poorly characterized \[[@B56]\]. Twenty-one genes in *Arabidopsis*and 23 genes in poplar encode *Lhc*family members \[[@B56]\].

In the apple, the characterization of the *Lhc*family suggested the existence of at least 27 members. The gene genealogy, including the genes from the tree species (*Arabidopsis*, poplar, and apple), suggested that the apple dataset contained more than one member for the 10 major types of Lhc proteins, whereas for the four *Lhc*genes expressed at low levels, only a single ortholog, that of Lhca6, was identified (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Absence of characterization of apple orthologs to *Lhca5*, *Lhcb4.3*, and *Lhcb7*was likely a consequence of their low expression rather than their absence from the apple genome, and therefore the actual number of *Lhc*genes in the apple is likely \>27.

![**Phylogenetic analysis of the *Lhc*gene family**. Unrooted neighbor-joining tree generated using the aligned nucleotide sequences of 21 *Arabidopsis*(green dots), 23 poplar (blue dots), and 27 apple (red dots) members of the *Lhc*gene family. Bootstrap values higher than 75 are indicated under each branch. *K*~s~distances between apple paralogs are indicated on the left of each node. Apple gene duplications tentatively assigned to the Pyrinae polyploidization (black squares) or small-scale events (white squares) are marked.](1471-2229-10-87-5){#F5}

A striking feature of the pattern of gene duplications observed for the 10 major *Lhc*genes in apple was that they all exhibited at least one episode of gene duplication after the split of the apple and poplar lineages (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). To obtain a sense of the time of the *Lhc*gene duplications in apple, synonymous substitutions rates were surveyed individually for each pair of paralogs. The estimated *K*~s~distances (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) suggested gene duplications of similar ages for the 10 major *Lhc*genes (*K*~s~= 0.16-0.30), which are contemporaries to the Pyrinae episode of polyploidy (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This synchrony of parallel gene duplications likely resulted from polyploidy and gene retention for the 10 major groups in the family. The alternative possibility that would involve multiple single-gene duplications occurring at similar times in all members of the family seems improbable.

Polyploidy alone did not seem to explain the entire pattern of gene duplication observed in the *Lhc*family, however. In particular, *Lhcb1*appears to have been particularly prone to the accumulation of recent gene duplications, a trend that seems to have also occurred in *Arabidopsis*and poplar (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, the occurrence of small-scale duplications in addition to polyploidy likely explains the pattern of gene duplication within the *Lhcb1*clade (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

### Tubulin subfamily

In contrast to the *Lhc*family, the apple tubulin phylogeny suggested a distinct mode of gene duplication that seemed to be consistent with different patterns of gene duplication occurring in different parts of the family. Tubulins, which are the structural components of microtubules, are organized in heterodimers containing the two major tubulin forms: α and β. *Arabidopsis*and poplar tubulin families consist of different gene-copy numbers of the two subfamilies: six α-tubulins and eight β-tubulins in *Arabidopsis*, and nine α-tubulins and 20 β-tubulins in poplar \[[@B57]\].

In the apple, characterization of the tubulin gene family identified 11 α-tubulins and 9 β-tubulins, suggesting amplification in gene-copy number only for the *α*-tubulins. Phylogenetic analysis, including genes from the three species (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), divided the α-tubulins into two known classes, I and II \[[@B57]\]. α-tubulin members in both *Arabidopsis*and poplar were represented equally among the two classes (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}); in apple however nine α-tubulins were clustered within class I, whereas only two members were clustered within class II (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). This bias in the distribution of *α*-tubulins seemed to be the result of the differential amplification of the class I members. *K*~s~times assigned to the nodes linking apple paralogs indicated that, similar to the *Lhc*family (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), the pattern of gene duplications observed for the α-tubulins could be explained if paralogs were derived both from the Pyrinae polyploidization and from small-scale duplications (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). By contrast, reconstruction of the β-tubulin phylogeny (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) suggested a different scenario with fewer events of recent gene duplications. Hypothetically, from the six putative β-tubulins present before the Pyrinae polyploidization, only three of them may have retained a paralog, and gene loss was likely the fate of the other three (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Phylogenetic analysis of the *α*-tubulin gene subfamily**. Unrooted neighbor-joining tree generated using the aligned nucleotide sequences of 6 *Arabidopsis*(green dots), 9 poplar (blue dots), and 11 apple (red dots) members of the *α*-tubulin gene subfamily. Bootstrap values higher than 75 are indicated under each branch. *K*~s~distances between apple paralogs are indicated on the left of each node. Apple gene duplications tentatively assigned to the Pyrinae polyploidization (black squares) or small-scale events (white squares) are marked.](1471-2229-10-87-6){#F6}

![**Phylogenetic analysis of the *β*-tubulin gene subfamily**. Unrooted neighbor-joining tree generated using the aligned nucleotide sequences of 8 *Arabidopsis*(green dots), 20 poplar (blue dots), and 9 apple (red dots) members of the *β*-tubulin gene subfamily. Bootstrap values higher than 75 are indicated under each branch. *K*~s~distances between apple paralogs are indicated on the left of each node. Apple gene duplications tentatively assigned to the Pyrinae polyploidization (black squares) or small-scale events (white squares) are marked.](1471-2229-10-87-7){#F7}

Interestingly, the pattern of gene duplication observed for the apple tubulins in which only α-tubulins have undergone amplification is virtually the inverse situation that led to the differential expansion of the β-tubulin subfamily in poplar \[[@B57]\].

### 40S ribosomal protein S5

The *S5*ribosomal gene family encodes a component of the 40S subunit of cytosolic plant ribosomes \[[@B58]\]. Characterization of the *S5*ribosomal gene family identified at least six members in apple, a gene-copy number that substantially outperforms the size of the *Arabidopsis*and poplar families, each of which contains only two members.

The gene genealogy, including the *S5*genes from the three species, grouped the six apple paralogs into a single clade with coalescence *K*~s~time of 0.3 (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, all the internal nodes exhibited *K*~s~times ranging from 0.12 to 0.2. The short time in which this gene family seems to have accumulated a large number of gene duplications makes it difficult to predict which of them, if any, was related to the Pyrinae polyploidization. Nevertheless, if it is assumed that one duplication was the result of polyploidy, three or four additional single-gene duplications should be considered to explain the pattern of diversification of the apple *S5*ribosomal gene family (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Phylogenetic analysis of the ribosomal *S5*gene family**. Unrooted neighbor-joining tree generated using the aligned nucleotide sequences of 2 *Arabidopsis*(green dots), 2 poplar (blue dots), and 6 apple (red dots) members of the ribosomal *S5*gene family. Bootstrap values higher than 75 are indicated under each branch. *K*~s~distances between apple paralogs are indicated on the left of each node. Apple gene duplications tentatively assigned to the Pyrinae polyploidization (black squares) or small-scale events (white squares) are marked.](1471-2229-10-87-8){#F8}

Collectively, these results suggested that the patterns of gene duplication observed in apple were the result of the combined action of both polyploidy and small-scale duplications. The pattern observed for the *Lhc*family showed how polyploidy may have played a role in the simultaneous amplification of the 10 major members of the family. Like many other nuclear encoded genes that function in organellar macromolecular complexes, *Lhc*genes may be dosage-sensitive and members in the family might have been retained collectively following the most recent WGD, to keep proper protein balance \[[@B53]\]. In contrast, the mode of diversification observed for the *S5*ribosomal component emphasized the role that the recurrent action of small-scale duplications have had on the amplification of this family. Ribosomal proteins seem to exhibit different patterns of duplication among species. While in *Arabidopsis*ribosomal proteins were collectively over-retained after the most recent polyploidization in the species, poplar or rice genomes do not show evidence of over-retention of ribosomal proteins after WGD \[[@B52]\]. Interestingly, the recent analysis of ribosomal paralogs in *Brassica napus*indicated that some ribosomal genes have amplified through small-scale events rather than polyploidy \[[@B59]\], suggesting a parallelism with the pattern of duplication of the apple *S5*protein. Finally, the interplay of polyploidy, small-scale duplications, and the different modes of gene retention/loss led to the distinct profiles exhibited by different groups of tubulins.

Gene expression divergence between paralogs
-------------------------------------------

Gene duplication generates genetic redundancy, thereby allowing functional diversification. The evolution of duplicated genes by developing divergent patterns of gene expression has been suggested to be a first step in this process, allowing the partition of gene function (subfunctionalization), thus favouring gene retention and ultimately creating the conditions for neofunctionalization \[[@B60],[@B61]\]. By comparing the expression profiles of 1648 pairs of paralogs in 14 libraries (see Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) representing different tissues and/or developmental stages, I assessed the extent to which duplicated genes in the apple have developed divergent patterns of gene expression.

Pairs of duplicated genes showed Pearson\'s correlation coefficients ranging from -0.33 to +1, of which 82% exhibited values lower than the cutoff (*r*= 0.78) estimated by considering two genes as being significantly co-regulated (α = 0.05). This proportion of genes showing divergent patterns of gene expression seemed to be consistent with estimates made for other species with proportions usually ranging from 74% to 85% \[[@B13],[@B20],[@B61],[@B62]\]. Divergence in expression between duplicated genes was further analyzed separately for the subset of young paralogs (*K*~s~\< 0.4) and their older counterparts (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, there were only slight apparent differences between the two datasets, as the frequency distributions of both groups exhibited similar shapes (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}) and the proportions of genes showing significantly divergent expression profiles were very close: 80% for young paralogs and 83% for older paralogs. These results suggested similar patterns of divergence in gene expression regardless of the age of the gene duplication. This possibility was confirmed by the absence of a correlation between the Pearson\'s *r*values of gene expression and the evolutionary divergence (*K*~s~) between paralogs (*r*= -0.05; see Additional file [21](#S21){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![**Gene expression divergence between apple paralogs**. Frequency distributions of the Pearson\'s correlation coefficients computed with the expression profiles of pairs of duplicated genes. Paralogs showing *K*~s~≤ 0.4 (gray line) and *K*~s~\> 0.4 (black line) are shown. The dotted vertical line (*r*= 0.78) represents the threshold value used to consider two genes as being significantly co-regulated (*α*= 0.05).](1471-2229-10-87-9){#F9}

A closer look at the frequency distributions of the Pearson\'s correlation coefficients suggested that those pairs showing *r*values ranging from 0.2 to 1 were equally distributed, whereas a larger proportion of paralogs showed correlation values close to zero (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}); evidenced by sharp peaks in the distributions from -0.2 \<*r*\< 0.1. Both groups of paralogs showed this pattern although it was more pronounced for young paralogs (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). This profile may indicate major changes in gene expression between paralogs by developing shifts towards tissue-specific expression, which is a characteristic of subfunctionalization transitions. To further evaluate this possibility, the 14 EST collections were further classified according to four tissue types (fruit, vegetative, reproductive, and vascular), and the tissue-specific expression of the 631 pairs of young paralogs was evaluated using Fisher\'s exact test. For 25% of the gene pairs analyzed, a significant change towards tissue-specific expression or suppression was observed.

Finally, I studied whether gene expression divergence was affected by the gene function of paralogs. For this, an enrichment analysis of GO terms was performed between, the group of paralog genes showing divergent patterns of gene expression and the group of duplicates showing co-regulated expression profiles. The results from this analysis are presented in figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}. Overall, the vast majority of the GO categories were equally distributed among the two groups of paralogs. Still, the biological processes translation and photosynthesis were significantly under-represented within the group of paralogs exhibiting divergent expression profiles (Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Functional annotation of apple paralogs with divergent expression profiles**. GO terms over-represented (green arrow heads) or under-represented (red arrow heads) in apple paralogs exhibiting divergent patterns of gene expression.](1471-2229-10-87-10){#F10}

Conclusions
===========

Here I have studied the mode of gene duplication in the apple by analyzing EST data. Characterization of the age of gene duplications allowed identification of the major events that have contributed to the formation of duplicated genes in the species, namely a continuous mode of small-scale duplications and two episodes of large-scale duplications likely corresponding to two independent polyploidizations. I studied the signatures that this pattern of gene duplication has left in the apple genome, with a special emphasis on genes duplicated during or after the formation of the Pyrinae lineage. The results obtained suggested that the process of gene duplication has shaped the apple genome in different ways, including the selective retention of paralogs associated with specific biological processes, the amplification of gene families, and mediating extensive subfunctionalization between paralogs. The mode of gene duplication showed that both polyploidy and small-scale duplications are responsible for the comparatively high number of duplicated genes that have originated since the formation of the polyploid ancestor of the Pyrinae. Thus, the phylogenies of the gene families analyzed were best explained by a combination of both processes. The completion in the near future of the apple genome sequence \[[@B63]\] will allow better evaluation of this possibility and will show more details of the mechanisms and timing of gene duplication in the species.

The observed bias in the retention of duplicated genes suggested that selection favoured specific biological processes and/or gene functions and raised the question of the biological meaning of gene duplication, not only for the evolution of the apple but also for diversification within the context of the Pyrinae group, which has a common polyploidy origin. Thus, for example, it is intriguing that a number of metabolic processes (i.e., carbohydrate metabolism, protein metabolism, and photosynthesis) were all over-represented among young paralogs, a pattern of gene retention that seems to have had a role in the amplification of a number of gene families. The origin of the Pyrinae lineage through polyploidy may be somewhat related to this observation. Although the mechanisms by which polyploids develop phenotypic novelty are still largely unknown, it is well accepted that increased growth vigor is seen in polyploids, which is apparently a key aspect of success under natural conditions \[[@B64]\]. A recent report by Ni et al. \[[@B65]\] showed that increased vigor and biomass production in resynthesized allopolyploids of *Arabidopsis thaliana*and *Arabidopsis arenosa*are mediated by upregulation of genes involved in photosynthetic and carbohydrate metabolic pathways that led these polyploids to produce more chlorophyll and accumulate more starch than their parents \[[@B65]\]. Interestingly, the observation that duplicated apple genes related to photosynthesis and carbohydrate metabolism, may have been preferentially retained during the polyploidy formation of the apple genome suggests a parallelism with these findings. The possibility that this pattern of paralog retention may have increased the fitness of the newly formed Pyrinae polyploid ancestor by modifying its photosynthetic and metabolic machineries is a hypothesis that may provide a connection between the general belief of adaptive superiority of polyploids with the evolutionary success of a plant lineage that originated via allopolyploidization.

An alternative hypothesis may also relate the pattern of gene retention observed in the apple with the acclimatization to a seasonal habitat because extant temperate deciduous Pyrinae species likely descended from Tertiary tropical or subtropical ancestors. Fossil records date the origin of Pyrinae to the middle Eocene \[[@B36]\]. At that time, the Earth was dominated by a humid tropical climate \[[@B66]\], and members of the Pyrinae were primarily distributed in the northern hemisphere and were particularly well represented among the boreotropical floras of eastern Asia and North America \[[@B67]\]. During the late Eocene-Oligocene transition, global cooling caused the disintegration of the boreotropical flora and the retreat of many taxa towards refugees near the equator \[[@B68]\]. The presence of the extant genera *Eriobotrya*and *Rhaphiolepis*in the tropical forests of China, Indochina, and Malaysia illustrate this process within the subtribe Pyrinae \[[@B67]\]. For the ancestors of other species of the subtribe like the apple that became prominent members of modern temperate deciduous forests, adaptation to a seasonal environment with cooler average temperatures and cold winters was likely an important aspect of success. Interestingly, extensive experimental evidence is accumulating that reinforces the notion that metabolic changes, including those of proteins, carbohydrates, and photosynthesis, are central to seasonal adaptability and cold acclimatization. For example, the role of carbohydrate metabolism in the acquisition of cold hardiness \[[@B69]-[@B72]\] and in the adaptation of deciduous trees to meet the seasonal changes in energy requirements \[[@B73]\] is well known. In addition, protein metabolism has been related to the high protein turnover exhibited by deciduous trees across different seasons \[[@B12]\]. Furthermore, the distinct regulation of photosynthesis in response to temperature has been suggested to delineate the differences in the potential for cold acclimatization between temperate and tropical species \[[@B74]\]. Such an scenario would agree with the recent proposal by Van de Peers and co-workers which have suggested that polyploids could greatly enhance the diversification potential of those lineages that have succeed during periods of environmental instability \[[@B75],[@B76]\].

Another remarkable feature of gene duplication in the apple was the high proportion of paralogs showing divergent patterns of expression, in some cases by developing bias towards tissue-specific expression/suppression. This behaviour was found to be similar regardless of the age of paralog formation, which suggested evolution by subfunctionalization early after gene duplication. Extensive subfunctionalization may have set the basis for gene diversification and the development of novel gene functions. These might have been mechanisms that played a role in the acquisition of new traits specific to the apple or the Pyrinae lineage and thus merit further research. Recent experimental evidence has suggested that phenotypic novelty can evolve quickly through changes in the pattern of gene expression of duplicated genes \[[@B64],[@B77]\].

With the advent of more information about the biology of model organisms, researchers are using comparative genomic approaches to make functional knowledge portable across species. Comparative genomics largely relies on the characterization of orthologs-those genes derived from a speciation event that are therefore likely candidates to develop conserved functions \[[@B78]\]. The dynamic nature of plant genomes in terms of gene duplication, retention, and loss of paralogs and subsequent diversification is, however, challenging this view and suggests new questions into the functional equivalence of orthologous genes \[[@B61]\]. The apple has emerged as the model system for the Pyrinae subtribe \[[@B63]\], and as a consequence research on other species of the subtribe will take advantage of the resources and information developed for the apple. The rich population of duplicated genes that seems to have diversified in the apple genome, particularly after the formation of the Pyrinae lineage, questions the extent to which this pattern of gene duplication is shared by other members of the subtribe or whether gene duplication has proceeded in different ways in different species, acting as the substrate for genetic and phenotypic diversification. These are questions that should be considered when undertaking comparative genomic studies between species belonging to this taxonomic group.

This study provides for the first time a genome-wide characterization of the mode of gene duplication in the apple, a major fruit crop and representative of the subtribe Pyrinae---important taxonomic group of the Rosaceae family.

Methods
=======

Construction of unigenes
------------------------

EST sequences from 33 non-normalized libraries obtained from different tissues (see Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) from the apple cultivar Royal Gala were downloaded from GenBank. For unigene construction, all libraries were merged into a single dataset of 119,177 ESTs. Low-quality sequences or those shorter than 100 nt were removed using Seqclean \[[@B79]\]. The resulting EST collection was clustered and assembled using the TGICL program under stringent conditions (clustering options were set to group sequences with at least 98% identity in at least 40 nucleotides with no more than 20 nucleotides from the sequence end) to minimize clustering of close paralogs as much as possible \[[@B79],[@B80]\]. After assembly, the resulting dataset consisted of 33,211 unique sequences (unigenes) containing 13,168 contigs (derived from clusters of more than one EST) and 20,043 singletons (solitary ESTs). Unigenes corresponding to putative protein-coding genes were identified using stand-alone BLASTX v. 2.2 searches against the plantRefSeq protein database with default settings and an E-value cutoff of 1e-10 \[[@B81]\]. Only those sequences aligned with their best match over a length of at least 100 amino acids and showing a protein sequence identity \>30% were selected for further analysis.

Identification and dating of gene duplications
----------------------------------------------

Unigenes corresponding to pairs of duplicated genes were characterized according to the approach reported by Blanc and Wolfe \[[@B25]\]. The open reading frame for each unigene sequence was deduced with GeneWise2.2.0 \[[@B82]\] using its corresponding best-match protein in the plantRefSeq database (NCBI) as a guide. The highest scoring GeneWise DNA-protein alignment was used to obtain: (1) the unigene nucleotide protein-coding sequence, and (2) its translated amino acid sequence after removing N and frameshift-sites containing codons. The collection of protein sequences thus obtained was used for all-against-all sequence similarity searches using stand-alone BLASTP v. 2.2 with default settings and an E-value cutoff of 1e-10 \[[@B81]\]. Pairs of sequences aligned over a length of at least 100 amino acids and showing a sequence identity \>30% were considered to be paralogous genes. Of these, only those pairs showing protein sequence identities of at least 60% were used for *K*~s~estimation.

For each pair of paralogs, their deduced protein sequences were aligned using ClustalW \[[@B83]\], and the corresponding nucleotide sequences were aligned accordingly. After removing gap positions, the rate of substitutions per synonymous site (*K*~s~divergence) between each pair of sequences was estimated using the maximum likelihood method of Goldman and Yang \[[@B84]\] as implemented in the codeml program of the PAML package \[[@B85]\] under the F3 × 4 model. *K*~s~values \>2 were discarded from further analysis as they may be associated with uncertainty due to saturation of substitutions \[[@B25]\]. For each pair of sequences, *K*~s~values were computed five times, and the estimation showing the best likelihood score was retained for further analysis.

The dataset was cleaned according to the two criteria used by Blanc and Wolfe \[[@B25]\]. First, all unigenes identified as putatively corresponding to transposable elements during BLAST searches or GO annotation, were removed. Second, for each pair of paralogs showing no synonymous substitutions (*K*~s~= 0), one of the two sequences was discarded from the dataset as they were likely multiple entries of the same gene (i.e., alternatively splice variants). Finally, redundant *K*~s~values corresponding to the same duplication event within a gene family were omitted by computing mean values for each node of the gene family phylogenies. For this, gene families were constructed by using single-linkage clustering, and the gene topology was ordered based on *K*~s~distances between paralogs.

Mixture density of the age distribution of gene duplications
------------------------------------------------------------

Gene duplications in a genome can originate from a continuous mode of small-scale duplications and discrete episodes of large-scale duplications (i.e., large segmental duplications, aneuploidy, or polyploidy). As a consequence, the age distribution of gene duplications closely follows a mixture of an exponential distribution representing the constant birth and death process of small-scale duplications and normal distributions representing discrete bursts of duplicated genes derived from large-scale duplication events \[[@B27]\]. To test the best fit of the age distribution of apple gene duplications, mixture densities of one exponential and a variable number (0 to 3) of normal distributions were generated, and the goodness of fit of the simulated densities and the observed apple *K*~s~distribution were evaluated using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.

Characterization of gene families
---------------------------------

Gene families were constructed based on protein sequence similarity. For this, pairs of paralogs were grouped using a single-linkage clustering approach. Simple sequence counting data provided initial estimates of gene family sizes. These estimates were directly used to calculate the gene family size distribution. The unigene collection only partially represents the gene complement of the apple. To evaluate the extent to which gene family sizes could be biased due to differences in gene expression, I investigated any relationship between gene expression levels and gene copy-number (see Additional file [22](#S22){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This analysis did not support a positive relationship between gene family size and gene expression; rather highly expressed genes were more frequently represented among single-copy genes or gene families with fewer members (see Additional file [22](#S22){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Collectively, these observations suggested that the gene family size estimations were not affected by differences in gene expression.

To evaluate putative events of gene family amplification in the apple, the gene-copy numbers of families with more than five members were compared with the gene family sizes of *Arabidopsis*. Families that were larger in the apple were further compared with those of poplar, the closest outgroup to the apple with a complete genome sequence. Amplified gene families were investigated for patterns of recent expansion. For this, the sets of young paralogs (*K*~s~distances lower than 0.4) were selected from the whole dataset and were newly clustered into gene families following the same approach used when building the families from the whole dataset. Hierarchical reconstruction of gene families was used to estimate the proportion of gene duplications for each gene family in the whole dataset and in the group of young paralogs.

A drawback associated with the analysis of ESTs is that, within a gene family, some unigenes may correspond to partial sequences, making it difficult to construct alignments of sufficient length for phylogenetic reconstruction. Thus, for phylogenetic analysis, unigene sequences were manually assembled de novo using all the apple EST resources available in dbEST. Deduced protein sequences were aligned using ClustalX. Protein sequence alignments were further inspected manually and were used as a reference for the alignment of their corresponding nucleotide sequences (see Additional files [23](#S23){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [24](#S24){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [25](#S25){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [26](#S26){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Phylogenetic trees were constructed using three different computational methods; the neighbour-join (NJ) method, Bayesian inference (BA) and maximum parsimony (MP). NJ trees were constructed using complete deletion data and p-distances calculated using the three codon positions as implemented in MEGA4 \[[@B86]\]. BA inference of phylogeny was conducted using MrBayes 3.1 \[[@B87]\] under the GTR model with gamma-distributed rate variation across sites. BA trees were visualized with the TreeView software \[[@B88]\]. Finally, MP trees were constructed with MEGA4 \[[@B86]\], using the close-neighbour-interchange algorithm; initial trees were obtained with the random addition of sequences for 10 replicates. Statistical support of the reliability of the trees was obtained from bootstrap analysis with 1000 replications. The three methods yielded basically the same phylogenies, only showing different topologies at the less supported internal nodes. Most remarkably, clustering of recent paralogs was identical using the three methods. For this reason only NJ trees are represented (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The phylogenies constructed using MP and BA inference, are available from the author upon request.

Functional annotation of genes and gene families
------------------------------------------------

EST-derived unigenes often represent partial gene sequences, thereby limiting gene annotation based only on protein-domain information. In this study, I used a GO annotation procedure based mainly on overall sequence similarity using BLAST searches \[[@B81]\]. Translated unigene sequences were functionally annotated to the GO categories included in PlantGOSlim \[[@B89]\] using Blast2GO \[[@B90]\]. The GO annotation scheme provides structured terms that describe gene products based on their associated biological processes, cellular components, and molecular functions. Blast2GO performs GO annotation through BLAST searches against a database and maps positive hits to GO categories. A mapped GO term is assigned to a gene product if it satisfies a pre-established annotation rule. To complement the annotation procedure based on BLAST, Blast2GO also incorporates an InterPro search functionality to add protein domain information.

A standard strategy for gene annotation was followed in this study as outlined by Götz et al. \[[@B91]\]. Briefly, BLAST searches, GO mapping, and the annotation step were performed using the default parameters, except that the e-value cutoff used to retain BLASTP significant hits was set at 1e-10. Those sequences that failed to be annotated based on BLAST searches were further evaluated for protein domain information extraction in the InterPro database using InterProScan. The results obtained from annotating the sequences using these two independent approaches were merged into a single dataset. Finally, the Annex function was used in an augmentation step based on the pre-established relationships of molecular function terms involved in biological processes or acting in cellular components \[[@B92]\]. Genes assigned to a particular GO category were also included in all parental categories. Gene families were annotated with a GO category if at least 30% of the members in the gene family were annotated to that particular category \[[@B93]\]. To evaluate statistical differences in enrichment of GO categories between two groups of genes and/or gene families, Fisher\'s exact test as implemented in Blast2GO was applied (*P*\< 0.01).

Digital expression analysis
---------------------------

The expression profile for each unigene was obtained by evaluating its EST representation among 14 datasets derived from different tissues and/or developmental stages (see Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For this, the \'ace\' file generated by the TGICL program during the clustering and assembly project was parsed to extract EST counting data. Only unigenes represented by at least three EST sequences in the whole dataset were selected for analysis. Co-regulation or divergence in expression between pairs of duplicated genes was assessed by computing the Pearson\'s correlation coefficient (*r*) \[[@B32]\], which generates values ranging from -1 to 1. Values close to 0 indicate strong divergence in the pattern of gene expression of two paralogs, whereas positive values close to 1 indicate co-regulated patterns of gene expression. Negative values indicate evolution towards inverted patterns of gene expression. The *r*value below which expression divergence could be considered statistically significant was defined according to Blanc and Wolfe \[[@B61]\]. For this, the frequency distribution of *r*values calculated for 10,000 randomly selected gene pairs was constructed. The frequency distribution indicated that 95% of the randomly selected gene pairs had an *r*\< 0.78. Thus, duplicated genes with *r*≥ 0.78 were considered to be significantly co-regulated (*α*= 0.05). Conversely, paralogs with *r*\< 0.78 were considered to have developed divergent patterns of gene expression.

To evaluate tissue-specific expression, the 14 EST datasets were further classified according to the four tissue types represented (fruit, vegetative, reproductive, and vascular). EST counting data for each unigene were extracted from the four datasets as described before, and Fisher\'s exact test was applied to a 2 × 2 contingency table where genes were assigned to rows and the tissue type to be tested and the bulk of all the other tissue types were assigned to columns.

Custom Perl scripts and SQL database searches were used for dataset management and protocol automation.
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Scatter-plot of Ks distance (synonymous substitution/synonymous sites) between pairs of duplicated genes, plotted against divergence in gene expression (Pearson\'s correlation coefficient).
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**Scatter-plot representing gene family size plotted against gene expression. (A) Individual values represent mean EST counts for each gene family.** (B) Individual values represent raw EST counts for each unigene within each gene family.
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Apple, *Arabidopsis*and poplar aligned nucleotide sequences, used for phylogenetic analysis of the Chlorophyll a/b-binding protein (Lhc) gene family.
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Apple, *Arabidopsis*and poplar aligned nucleotide sequences, used for phylogenetic analysis of the α-tubulin gene family.
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Apple, *Arabidopsis*and poplar aligned nucleotide sequences, used for phylogenetic analysis of the β-tubulin gene family.
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Apple, *Arabidopsis*and poplar aligned nucleotide sequences, used for phylogenetic analysis of the 40S ribosomal protein S5 gene family.
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